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Google Analytics of IIBA.Raleigh.org from the Big Data

Big Data Analytics
❖ Background

❖ Applications Catalog

❖ Structured Data

❖ Risk of Hospitalization

❖ Unstructured Data 
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Google Analytics….

----is a web analytics service offered by Google that tracks and reports 

website traffic, currently as a platform inside the Google Marketing Platform 

brand.

---- approach is to show high-level, dashboard-type data for the casual 

user, and more in-depth data further into the report set. 

-----analysis can identify poorly performing pages with techniques such 

as funnel visualization, where visitors came from (referrers), how long 

they stayed on the website and their geographical position. 



Overview – Dimensions

❖ ACTIVE USERS

❖ AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

❖ DEMOGRAPHICS

❖ ACQUISITION OVERVIEW

❖ Direct  / Organic search / Referral / Social

❖ PAGES OF WEBSITE VIEWS

❖ SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES OVERVIEW

❖ RECOMMENDATIONS & NEXT STEPS

http://analytics.google.com/analytics/web/

http://analytics.google.com/analytics/web/
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Insights www.Raleigh.iiba.org
 Bounce rate average: 61%

 Bounce rate is the percentage of single page visits (or web sessions). It is the 
percentage of visits in which a person leaves your website from the landing 
page without browsing any further. Google analytics calculates and report 
the bounce rate of a web page and bounce rate of a website.

 In other words, it collects all sessions where a visitor only visited one page and 
divides it by all sessions.

 As a rule of thumb, a bounce rate in the range of 26 to 40 percent is excellent. 41 to 
55 percent is roughly average. 56 to 70 percent is higher than average, but may not 
be cause for alarm depending on the website. Anything over 70 percent is 
disappointing for everything outside of blogs, news, events, etc.

Having a high bounce rate can mean three things:

❑ The quality of the page is low. There’s nothing inviting to engage with.

❑ Your audience doesn’t match the purpose of the page, as they 
won’t engage with your page.

❑ Visitors have found the information that they were looking for.
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8 Recommendations for Raleigh.iiba.org

Some proven ways to reduce bounce rate

1. Improve Your Content's Readability

2. Avoid Popups – Don't Disrupt the UX

3. Create a Compelling Call-to-Action

4. Improve Your Brand Storytelling

5. Keep Your Blog Fresh With the Right Content

6. Target Keywords With High-Value Traffic

7. Attract the Right Visitor

8. Write Attractive Meta Descriptions for Search Users

9. Create Multiple Landing Pages for High-Volume Keywords

10. Speed Up Your Page Load Time

11. Set External Links to Open in New Windows

12. Show Credibility

Reference: https://neilpatel.com/blog/13-ways-to-reduce-bounce-rate-and-increase-your-conversions/
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Insights www.Raleigh.iiba.org
 Social: 5%
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The Social Relationship

❖ The social web connects people where they share, critique and 

interact with content and each other. 

❖ Social analytics provides you with the tools to measure the impact of 

social. 

❖ You can identify high value networks and content, track on-site and 

off-site user interaction with your content, and tie it all back to your 

bottom line revenue through goals and conversions.

Here's how we see this story:

Sources & Pages: Identify networks & communities where people 

engage with your content.

Conversions: Measure the value of social by tracking your goals, 

conversions and ecommerce transactions.

Social Plugins: Measure your on-site user engagement.

Social Users Flow: Compare traffic volumes and user traffic patterns 

through your site.



13Social Networking sites
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comparison 
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Next steps:

➢ Lower the Bounce Rate with a goal

➢ Enhance the social network engagement

➢ Improvise the content in the pages
➢ Monitor the Google analytics on monthly basis

Thank you …any questions please..
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Big Data Analytics
❖Background

❖Applications Catalog

❖Structured Data

❖Risk of Hospitalization

❖Unstructured Data 
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Big Data Analytics 

Service Providers 

https://www.learnbigd

atatools.com/big-

data-analytics-

landscape-2019/
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Any hospital visit can be scary — and frighteningly expensive.

❑ The average hospital stay in the US costs just over $10,700, based on 

an analysis of data from the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project 

(HCUP).

❑ Using the 2014 National Inpatient Survey from the Agency for 

Healthcare Research and Quality, HCUP found the hospital visits and 

costs associated with different medical conditions classified by the 

Clinical Classifications Software principal diagnosis category. 

❑ In total, there were 35.4 million hospital stays with an aggregate cost 

of $384.5 billion.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/feinleibhttps://hbr.org/video/3633937151001/the-explainer-big-data-and-analytics

“Between 2010 and 2020, the amount of data will increase by 40% annually, with 80% of the data relevant to 
organizations being unstructured."  ~IDC 



❑ A position-based index that offers numerous advantages over the traditional vector-based 
index approach used almost universally in commercial and open-source search systems. 

❑ This compact index structure provides a foundation for flexibility in important areas such as 
index size, query processing, content refreshes and security. 

❑ A comprehensive suite of interfaces (web browser, application framework, API, command 
line) for easy and comprehensive integration, administration and deployment. 

❑ Deep integration capabilities in the most complex and challenging IT environments. 
❑ Fully distributed and fault-tolerant deployment model for the largest and most demanding 

applications. 

IBM Watson Explorer
Explore, analyze and interpret information
for better business outcomes





Watson Explorer parses any content type ( including 
full text and associated metadata) and converts it into 
XML to deliver sophisticated search and navigation 
results such as virtual documents based on 
information, not just physical documents 



DOCUMENTS
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✓ Business Case & Proposal – BRI

✓ SOW - CIMS

✓ 8-Step process & Model – BRI & CIMS

✓ Sample Documents - BRI
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